
 

A SOAPY LESSON - HOME SCHOOLING ACTIVITY - ADAPT AS YOU WISH ! 

SETTING THE SCENE 

We know soap is used to wash the dirt and germs from our hands and bodies. We also 

know soap is used to wash other things such as the dishes we eat off of, the clothes we 

wear, the dog (when he runs through the mud) and even our cars. But have you ever 

stopped to think about what soap is? 

SOAPY STORY 

Soap is made from water, ashes from a fire (alkali) and fat from either animals or plants. 

(acid). When the fat comes from plants, it is known as oil or butter (coconut oil, cocoa 

butter such as used in chocolate) and when it comes from an animal, it is known as lard or 

tallow 

 

When the three are mixed together a chemical reaction takes place. This means the water, 

ashes and fat turn into something different. They turn into what we call soap. 
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Water   +      Ashes     +        Fat



When the chemical change takes place to make soap, two types of molecules are created. 

The two types of molecules in soap are hydrophobic and hydrophilic molecules.The 

hydrophobic molecules grab hold of the dirt and oil on your hands or body. The hydrophilic 

molecules like to mix with water to make suds or lather. By working together, the two types 

of molecules remove the dirt from your body and take it away. 

But guess what else happens?  The chemical change is 

so powerful that when soap comes near more fat, the 

soap acts like a magnet and pulls the fat toward it.  

Does this sound strange to you?  

Let’s see how this works 

THINGS YOU NEED 

• 1 plate 

• Some whole milk 

• Liquid food colouring 2 - 3 different colours 

• Washing up soap 
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HERE IS WHAT YOU DO 

1. Carefully pour just enough milk onto the plate to just cover the bottom without letting it 

spill over the edge of the plate 

2. Drop 2 or 3 tiny drops of each colour into the milk. Do this slowly and carefully without 

disturbing the milk 

3. Carefully place 1 or 2 drops of washing up liquid into the centre of the plate of milk 

4. Watch the colours mix, swirl and run away 

WHAT HAS HAPPENED? 

Milk is made up of water, fat, protein, vitamins and minerals. When the soap 

touches the milk, the fat is pulled away from the other things in the milk and 

pulled toward the soap like a magnet pulls metal. 

When the fat begins to move toward the soap, it pushes everything else out of its way so it can join 

to the soap as quickly as possible. 

You might wonder how the fat in milk can push everything else out of its way to get to the soap. 

Great question! The fat particles in milk are larger and lighter than the water, vitamins and minerals 

in the milk. Their larger size lets them push their way through everything to get to the soap. Their 

light weight lets them move faster than everything else in the milk. 

The fat does not mind being pulled toward the soap because when fat is mixed with soap, the 

chemical change that wants to turn the fat into more soap just automatically happens.  
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This process is called saponification (sa-pon-a-fi-k-shun). 

Sapon is a latin word for soap 

NOW TRY THIS 

Once the colour swirls settle down, try adding a drop of washing up liquid soap somewhere else in 

the milk. Does anything happen or has all the fat in the milk gathered itself to the first drops of dish 

soap added to the milk? 

Try the experiment again using a square or oblong pan. Did anything different happen? 

Repeat the experiment with 2%, 1% and/or skimmed milk. Are the results the same as they were 

using whole milk? If not, why do you think the results were different? 

Try the experiment using both cold and warm or hot milk. Are the results different? If so, why do 

you think the results were different? 

WHAT YOU LEARNT BY DOING THIS EXPERIMENT 

1. Soap is made of water, ashes from the fire and fat 

2. Mixing water and ashes together makes a solution called “lye”.  

3. A chemical reaction is when substances (such as milk) change into another substance (in this 

case, soap) 

4. Both the fat from animals and oils and fats from plants can be used to make soap. Coconut oil, 

olive oil, almond oil are some of the fats you can use to make soap 

5. Mixing fat with lye to make soap is called saponification 

6. The higher the fat content in the milk, the more the food colouring will mix and move
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